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Recently a weak X-ray emission around Eγ  3.5 keV was detected in the Andromeda galaxy and various
galaxy clusters including the Perseus galaxy cluster but its source has been unidentiﬁed. Axino, the
superpartner of axion, with a mass 2Eγ is suggested as a possible origin of the line with R-parity
violating decay into photon and neutrino. Moreover, most of parameter space is consistent with recent
observation by the BICEP2 experiment.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
The recent two independent analyses [1,2] based on X-ray ob-
servation data show an emission line at E  3.5 keV in the spectra
coming from various galaxy clusters and the Andromeda galaxy.
The observation is statistically signiﬁcant (∼3σ–4σ ) and more im-
portantly is quite consistent with the location of the line in energy
spectra and the signal ﬂux. The observed ﬂux and the best ﬁt en-
ergy are
ΦMOSγ = 4.0+0.8−0.8 × 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1, (1)
EMOSγ = 3.57± 0.02 keV, (2)
where we take the values from the XMM-Newton MOS spectra,
and the results from the PN observations are similar [1] and con-
sistent with the measured values in the other analysis [2].
No source of X-ray line including atomic transition in thermal
plasma is known at this energy, which indicates that the observed
line may suggest the existence of a new source. It would be tan-
talizing if a dark matter (DM) provided a possible source for the
line signal. Indeed, a decaying DM of a mass mDM  2Eγ  7 keV
and a lifetime τDM→γ X  1028 s is immediately suggested to ex-
plain the observed line [1,2]. An annihilating DM of a mass mDM 
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SCOAP3.Eγ  3.5 keV and an annihilation cross section 〈σ v〉2DM→γ X ∼
2Γχ/nχ ∼ (10−31–10−33) cm3 s−1 can also account for the signal,
where nχ = ρχ/mχ ∼ (103–105) cm−3 is the DM number density
of galaxy clusters. However, the realization of such an annihilat-
ing DM is very challenging since the corresponding annihilation
cross section is too small compared to a typical value for a thermal
WIMP (weakly interacting massive particle) DM. Other annihilation
channels are also limited due to the small DM mass. Hereafter we
will focus on a decaying DM model. Possible DM candidates such
as a sterile neutrino and a long lived axion have been suggested
as an explanation of this signal [3–9].1 To explain the 3.5 keV
line with 7 keV axion DM [5,6], the required axion decay constant
fa  1014–15 GeV, which is much larger than the conventional val-
ues preferred by most axion models [11,12].
In this letter, as an alternative, we examine axino (a˜) as a dark
matter candidate and show how axino can ﬁt the observed data.
With an axion [11,12] as a solution of the strong CP problem,
a light axino with a mass ma˜ ∼ M
2
SUSY
fa
∼ 7 keV is an excellent
DM candidate in supersymmetric models [13–15]. Moreover, it has
been shown that axino in the preferred mass range can be a warm
dark matter (WDM) satisfying the relic density constraint [15]
through thermal production via thermal scatterings and/or non-
thermal production via out-of-equilibrium decays.
1 For the cases of decaying sterile neutrino and gravitino warm dark matter, the
authors of Ref. [10] estimated expected X-ray ﬂuxes from galaxy clusters and ﬁeld
galaxies.under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by
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ﬂict between the observations and the N-body simulations with
cold dark matter (CDM), where the overproduction of galactic sub-
structures [16], local groups [17], and local voids [18] compared
to the observations has been found. A lower limit on WDM mass
is mWDM > 3.3 keV from the recent high red-shift Lyman-α forest
data [19]. The small scale behaviors of WDM with ma˜  4–5 keV
are not so different from those of CDM [20,21]. Consequently, the
7 keV axino can alleviate a little of the small scale problems of
CDM.
2. Axino dark matter with R-parity violation
The axino can be a good DM candidate even in the presence
of R-parity violation. The decay channel to neutralino and photon,
a˜ → χ˜0γ , is kinematically closed with the heavier mass of neu-
tralino, mχ˜0 > ma˜ , thus the axino mainly decays to the standard
model particles through R-parity violating interactions. The de-
cay width however is strongly suppressed by a high Peccei–Quinn
symmetry breaking scale, fa , and also the small R-parity violation
so that the resultant lifetime can be long enough.
A bilinear type of the R-parity violation is considered as a sim-
ple model [22],2 which is described by the following superpoten-
tial,
W/R = μi Li Hu, (3)
where Li and Hu are respectively the lepton doublet and the up-
type Higgs superﬁelds and the index i = {1,2,3} runs over gener-
ations. With these R-parity violating terms, the axino decays into
a photon and a neutrino, and the decay rate is given by [15,23]
Γa˜→γ νi =
m3a˜
128π3 f 2a
α2emC
2
aγ γ |Uνi γ˜ |2 (4)
with the neutrino–photino mixing parameter Uνi γ˜ ,
Uνi γ˜  ξi
√
2sW MZ
M1
, (5)
where ξi = 〈ν˜i〉/v with the vacuum expectation values (VEV) of
sneutrinos 〈ν˜i〉 and Higgs v = 246 GeV. MZ is the mass of the
standard model Z boson, M1 is the U(1)Y gaugino mass, and
sW = sin θW where θW is the Weinberg angle. Caγ γ is a model
dependent constant of order unity, which is normalized as
L= αem
8π fa
Caγ γ aFμν F˜
μν, (6)
where αem = e2/4π , a is the axion ﬁeld, and Fμν and F˜μν are the
electromagnetic ﬁeld strength and its dual respectively.
The lifetime of axino is conveniently given as
τa˜→γ ν  1028 s
(
Ceff
10−6
)−2( ma˜
7 keV
)−3( fa
3× 108 GeV
)2
, (7)
where Ceff ≡ Caγ γ ∑i |Uνi γ˜ |  Caγ γ ξ
√
2sW MZ
M1
with ξ ≡
√∑
i |ξi |2.
Thus, the axino DM with 7 keV mass can be a good source for the
3.5 keV X-ray line signal with a reasonable choice of parameters:
Ceff  10−6 and fa  3× 108 GeV.
The sneutrino VEVs 〈ν˜i〉 induce the mixing between the lep-
tons and the neutralinos generating neutrino masses at the tree-
level. From the upper bound on the neutrino mass mν ≡∑i mνi <
2 A similar model has been used to explain 130 GeV gamma-ray line signal from
the galactic center region [23].0.23 eV (95% C.L., Planck + WP + highL + BAO) [24], we estimate
the size of ξ [25]:
ξ  1.1
cosβ
× 10−6
(
MN
MZ
)1/2( mν
0.23 eV
)1/2
, (8)
where MN = M1M2/(c2W M1+ s2W M2)+M2Z s2β/μ with the gaugino
masses M1, M2 and μ parameters as in Ref. [26]. With a choice
of parameters, M1 = M2 = M1/2  (1–10) TeV and μ > MZ , we
get ξ  (0.5–12) × 10−5 with tanβ = (1–10). Thus, Ceff  10−6 is
obtainable with Caγ γ ∼O(1) and M1 ∼ 1 TeV, which is natural.
In general, WDM is believed to comprise some portion of the
observed DM relic abundance with CDM as a dominant source [20,
27]. Taking this fact into account, we generalize our analysis by
introducing a parameter,
r = Ωa˜
ΩDM
, (9)
which describes the WDM portion in the total DM amount. With
a suppressed value 0  r  1 in general, the required lifetime for
the observed ﬂux is scaled linearly as
τDM→γ X = Γ −1DM→γ X  r × 1028 s, (10)
because the expected X-ray ﬂux is proportional to the density of
WDM. Comparing Eqs. (7) and (10), one can easily ﬁnd the needed
values of parameters, Ceff and fa , for a given axino DM fraction r.
In Fig. 1, we show the parameter space that is consistent with the
3.5 keV line signal in the Ceff– fa plane for the representative val-
ues of r = 1,0.1, and 0.01. The upper left region of the thick solid
(black) line is excluded since the required axino relic density Ωa˜ is
larger than the observed DM density ΩDM.
Axions can be copiously produced through the aγ γ interaction
in the Sun, which have been searched by axion telescopes such
as CAST and Sumico. In addition, the aγ γ interaction can induce
exotic cooling mechanisms in the cores of stars and thus affect
stellar evolution, which is constrained by observations of Hori-
zontal Branch (HB) stars in globular clusters. The lower (yellow)
shaded region is constrained by axion-like particle search exper-
iments and astrophysical observations [28]. A future solar axion
telescope, NGAH [29], provides projected limits stronger than cur-
rent bounds from CAST, which are shown as (light-yellow) shaded
regions in the ﬁgure. We use the limits for ma > O(10−2) eV to
be conservative. They are 2–3 times more stringent for a lower
mass, ma < O(10−2) eV. With a representative parameter set of
tanβ = 10, M1/2 = 1 TeV, and Caγ γ = 1, we obtain a limit Ceff 
2.3 × 10−6 with mν < 0.23 eV, which appears as the right (blue)
shaded region. Another potentially important bound arises from
the SN1987A. If the axion is hadronic, it can contribute to the
emission of the energy from the SN1987A and provides a model
dependent bound, fa  3.7
√
F ×(T /30 MeV)2×108 GeV [30]. With
a temperature T  30 MeV and the axion absorption rate, Γa/T ∈
(1,10), we ﬁnd F ∈ (0.46,1.35) or fa  (2.5–4.3)×108 GeV, which
still allows the preferred value fa = 3 × 108 GeV. However, these
limits remain fairly rough estimates [30], and to completely rule
out this scenario, one would require more robust experimental
bounds such as a future solar axion telescope, NGAH, as shown
in Fig. 1.
Finally the phenomenology of axion dark matter depends on
the value of the Hubble expansion rate HI at the end of inﬂation,
which can be determined by the tensor-to-scalar ratio and other
CMB data [31]. Recent observation of the primordial B-mode polar-
ization by BICEP2 Collaboration [32] favors an axion scenario with
fa <
HI
2π , which affects our discussion. In such a scenario, the total
axion energy density is given by
J.-C. Park et al. / Physics Letters B 733 (2014) 217–220 219Fig. 1. Parameter space that is consistent with the 3.5 keV line signal in the Ceff– fa plane. The three thick-straight lines represent the values of Ceff and fa to ﬁt the required
lifetime for different values of r, r = Ωa˜
ΩDM
= 1,0.1, and 0.01, respectively. The three thin curves respectively correspond to r′ = Ωa˜+Ωa
ΩDM
= 1,0.1, and 0.01 for αdec = 186.
The upper (green), lower (yellow), and right (blue) shaded regions are excluded by the DM relic density, axion-like particle searches and astrophysical observations, and the
neutrino mass limit, respectively. Conservative projected limits from NGAH are shown as the (light-yellow) shaded regions. A dotted horizontal line with arrows represents
a model dependent bound from the SN1987A. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Ωah
2 = 2.07× 10−14(αdec + 1) f 7/6a , (11)
where αdec is the fractional contribution to the axion density from
decays of axionic topological defects (see Ref. [31] and the refer-
ences therein). The axion abundance slightly modiﬁes the allowed
parameter space given by the three thick-straight lines. It favors
a lower fa for a higher Ceff, while there is almost no effect for
a lower Ceff. Modiﬁed bounds are shown as thin curves for the rep-
resentative values of r′ = (Ωa˜ + Ωa)/ΩDM = 1,0.1, and 0.01 with
αdec = 186 in Fig. 1. The new bounds approach the straight lines
with a smaller value of αdec.
3. Phenomenological implications
The axino dark matter scenario resembles gravitino dark mat-
ter models. Its collider signatures depend strongly on what the
next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle is, providing a variety of
possibilities. Other signatures may arise as well due to the bilinear
R-parity violations in this particular scenario. However unfortu-
nately it would be diﬃcult to discriminate this model from other
“look-alike” models.
What is more interesting is neutrinos from the axino decay.
As a byproduct of the axino decay, neutrinos with Eν ∼ 3.5 keV
are also expected as the same amount of 3.5 keV X-rays ﬂux,
∼4 × 10−6 cm−2 s−1. It would be challenging, if not impossible,
to detect these neutrinos, because a large neutrino background
is expected from various processes in the Sun as well as in the
Earth: the solar fusion, thermal processes in the solar core and
the terrestrial neutrinos by the natural radioactivity of the Earth.
The expected neutrino background ﬂux density at Eν ∼ 3.5 keV
is at the level of 108 cm−2 s−1 MeV−1 [33], which is much larger
than that from the axino decay. Moreover, there is currently no
easy way to detect O(keV) neutrinos since even electron is too
heavy to be scattered off by keV neutrinos. In the future, bolo-
metric detectors may be able to measure temperature changes by
scatterings. It will be extremely important to measure the neutrino
events at Eν = Eγ ∼ 3.5 keV to conﬁrm the model. We would
encourage the experimentalist to overcome the background with
new neutrino detectors such as a directional detector in the fu-
ture.4. Conclusion
Recent observation of Eγ  3.5 keV X-ray line in galaxy clus-
ters and Andromeda galaxy opens a new way to see dark matter
particle in a light mass domain: mDM  3.5 keV for an annihilat-
ing dark matter and 7 keV for a decaying dark matter. In general,
a long lived particle, which produces enough number of photons,
could be a good candidate of the source of X-rays. In this letter,
we studied the axino decay through the bilinear R-parity violat-
ing interaction. We found that the parameter space which ﬁts the
observed line is naturally compatible with most axion models as
well as recent observation by the BICEP2 experiment. Observation
of a neutrino line at the same energy, Eν = Eγ = ma˜/2, as in the
X-ray data, corroborates the axino DM scenario.
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